Dear students,

It might be difficult to make the final decision about going abroad. But once you do so, it will be a great thing for us to welcome you at our campus. No worries, you will be surrounded by friends and you will not feel alone. We are here to help you.

It is a main priority for the University of Miskolc to help its disabled students, both Hungarians and international, in the best possible way; to offer them all necessary services and to pave the way for them to equal chances and equal treatment.

The International Office will be your first station on campus. So, let’s introduce our university to you.
This is our campus, winner of the "Most Beautiful Campus in Hungary" Award, and we are working on becoming the greenest campus as well. It's nice and relaxing to live in a picturesque natural environment.
Where are you going to have your accommodation?

The dormitory on campus provides you with all comfort and a hilarious international student community.
What facilities can you find on campus?

- Several cafeterias and buffets with cold and hot meals
- Canteen with fixed menu or a la carte
- Library and museum
- Post-office
- Sports hall
- Doctor’s and dentist’s surgeries
- Rockwell club
- Tesco and Lidl supermarkets nearby
WHO CAN HELP YOU?

- Institutional disability coordinator with special qualifications in disability and equal chances issues
- Colleagues in the International Office
- Mentor students
WHAT KIND OF SUPPORT/SERVICES DO WE OFFER?

☑️ Wheelchair accessibility to buildings, lifts and restrooms
☑️ Wheelchair accessibility to dormitory
☑️ Learning adjustments
☑️ Occasional personal counselling in academic or everyday issues
☑️ Psychological counselling
☑️ More than average help from ESN
☑️ Special meetings on demand

**Learning adjustments further specified**
☑️ Interchangeability of oral and written tasks/exams
☑️ Increased time to perform tasks or pass exams

☑️ Use of PC or other supportive tools or specific materials
☑️ Break during a lesson
☑️ Authorised break in an exam
☑️ Extra consultation hours with teachers
☑️ Spelling mistakes not taken into account
☑️ Eating/drinking during a lesson
☑️ Shorter time for class attendance
☑️ Learning over a longer time frame
☑️ A helper who can take lecture notes
☑️ Dedicated room exclusively for disabled students
Anything missing? Still need something?

Please tell us your demands at the time of applying to our university.

You have questions?

Please contact us:
University of Miskolc
International Office,
admission@uni-miskolc.hu
Come to us! Be with us! Stay safe with us and enjoy every minute of your life in Miskolc!